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Universal emitter (1У)

Mode:
№1
Time of work:
10 minutes
Is intended for correction of the functional state of the organism, prevention of diseases and
of the main (basic) courses millimeter therapy.
Included in the standard configuration of the device "TRIOMED UNIVERSAL".
Is intended for correction of the functional state of the organism, prevention of diseases and
of the main (basic) courses millimeter therapy.
As a rule, millimeter therapy is used in combination with other treatment and prevention.
Generates MM-waves, corresponding to a wavelength of healthy cells of the human body.
Works to restore optimal Central regulation, which is a necessary condition for the
restoration of health. Provides a universal effect on the body.
Applies and in addressing the current challenges in recovery and for a course of treatment
by special techniques. It is recommended to use not more than an hour a day.
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Background emitter (2Ф)

Mode:
№2
Designed to work in the background (active and passive); for correction of the functional
state of the organism, prevention of diseases and maintenance therapy.
Included in the standard configuration of the device "TRIOMED UNIVERSAL"
Emitter «Background» designed to work in the background (active and passive); for
correction of the functional state of the organism, prevention of diseases and maintenance
therapy.
Carries out automatically multiple overwrite information in the process of work. Its impact is
beneficial to human cells, abnormal objects, alien to humans (microbes, parasites etc) are
inhibited.
Mostly at the expense of informational influence, it has no contraindications and can be
used for a long time.
Позволяяет create electromagnetic information record, store and переизлучать this
«record» in the background indefinitely without connecting to the device (machine).
We obtain frequency-wave analog of the state of the object (crystal with «registered»
information). In between these records is implemented background radiation activated, that
is more effective. Then, after a full off-the emitter with a crystal is used in standalone mode,
providing further passive background therapy.
Smoking effects on the body in the background, you need only 15 minutes. Within 10
minutes of work several times automatically modification of the radiator, overwrite the state
of bio-object and implemented active background radiation, and after you switch off the
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machine is background passive impact, and it is recommended that after you switch off the
machine applique of the radiator in place for another 5 minutes to the best effect.
Repeated exposure in the background with «overwrite» should be realized depending on
the clinic - if the status changes (i.e. symptoms)


in acute pathology often (because the dynamics of the development of the disease, and
recovery is usually rapid) - Mikhail. every hour - that is, if the status changes



with a chronic condition - 1 once a day; with the slow dynamics - sometimes up-ficient
once a week (or when a status change)



course duration - on requirement (as there are complaints).

Preference should be given to background mode in the beginning of treatment, if the patient
is disease in the stage of decompensation (he is in a grave condition, weakened), a failure
of function of the body.
Background mode is used for treatment in intercourse period (between courses of treatment
specialized transducers) as a supporting therapy.
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Infrared emitter (ИК)

Mode:
№5
Time of work:
5 minutes
Infrared oscillation (IR-oscillation) – is electromagnetic oscillation, part of the oscillation
spectrum of the sun, IR beams possess resorbing, antipyretic, anti-inflammatary,
anaesthetizing action. Advantages of infrared oscillator to the apparatus “Triomed” are as
follows:
Application of new materials and technologies made possible to create IR- oscillator with
specially selected mode of low-intensity pulse modulating action which enables to exercise
first of all energy-informational action on the cellular and subcellular level.
This form of soft photon therapy makes it possible to optimize processes of energy supply
to the cell, to tune the system of intracellular regulation and to activate biosynthesis
processes. Also it ensures the possibility of resonance energy absorption by the cell, which
in turn activates metabolic processes in the cell and increases its energy-effectiveness in
the conditions of oxygen deficiency.
These processes, besides independent positive value, are of significance also for preparing
EHF- therapy and in a number of cases considerably increasing its effectiveness.
Basic indications to the use of infrared oscillation are: subacute and chronic non-purulent
inflammatory diseases of internal organs, the slow healing wounds and trophic ulcers,
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diseases of peripheral nervous system with pain syndrome, residual phenomena after burns
and cold injury, vegetative disfunctions, sympathalgia.
Contra-evidence to infrared oscillation: benign or malignant tumors, active forms of
tuberculosis, hypertensia stage III, hemorrhage, and also insufficiency of blood circulation
stages II- III.
Basic clinical effects of application of infrared oscillator to the apparatus “Triomed”:


It improves rheological properties of the blood.



It normalizes microcirculation.



It optimizes activity of neuro-endocrine- immune system.



It contributes to the regeneration of cells.

Methods of application of an infrared oscillator to apparatus “Triomed”


Light diode of infrared oscillation can act on points and zones by preparing as if “heating”
them before the subsequent action by special EHF-oscillators. Action lasts 5 minutes
each zone (point).



It is used for resolution of scars (on the spot of projection of the scar). Action lasts 10
minutes daily for 2 weeks.



For chronic, subacute, smoldering inflammatory diseases (on the spot of projection of the
focus). Action lasts 10 minutes over the projection of the affected organ for 2 weeks.



2nd type diabetes mellitus in order to increase sensitivity to insulin and boost production
of insulin. Action lasts 5 minutes over projection of the pancreas for 2 weeks.



For accelerating processes of healing of the wound surfaces, trophic ulcers. It is used
before EHF session for 5 minutes over projection of the focus for 2 weeks.

Action in the area of eyes or tumor projection is not recommended.
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Anti-diabetic emitter (7)

Mode:
№7
Time of work:
12 minutes
Used in complex programs of prophylaxis and treatment of diabetes of the first and second
types and their complications.


Contributes to the optimization of all types of metabolism (carbohydrate, lipid, protein,
mineral).



Improves metabolic processes (metabolism) in the cells of the pancreas.



Optimizes the production of insulin cells of the pancreas.



Increases tissue sensitivity to insulino.



Improves the condition of the receptor fields cells insulin-dependent tissues.



Contributes to swelling.



Accelerates the processes of regeneration and repair of cells of the pancreas.



Has anti-inflammatory effect.



Improves blood circulation.



Prevents the development of diabetes mellitus.



Reduces the risk of developing diabetes complications.



Recommended influence on biologically active zones and points.
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Specialized emitter for women «Trio-woman» (8)

Mode:
№8
Time of work:
10 minutes
It is designed for optimization of functional reserves and adaptability potential of the human
organism decreased in the process of unfavorable action of factors of the environment,
activities or as a result of a disease.
Categories of users: it is designed for women over 35
Action: stimulating body tone taking into consideration peculiarities of the gender (psychoemotional sphere, neurohumoral regulation).
Mechanisms of action: Mode (frequencies carriers of EHF signal, frequency of low
frequency modulation, temporal and peak parameters) is specially selected and makes
possible constitutional action on woman’s organism.
Use by courses of the oscillator “Mode #8” enables to normalize trophic and metabolic
processes in the separate cells and tissues, to restore their structure, to improve regulation
of functions of particular systems and entire organism, to increase the general (nonspecific)
resistance of the organism. Positive effect is achieved due to the bioresonance responses
of cells, particular anatomical-physiological systems and central structures of neurohumoral
regulation, from one side, and stimulation of adaptive mechanisms (general adaptive
syndrome) from the other.
Indications
1. Low performance at work and low mood, increased fatigue, psycho emotional excitation,
sleep disturbances, caused by overstrain and chronic tiredness.
2.Nonspecific prophylaxis of diseases of female genital sphere, climax, strengthening of
reproductive and sexual health.
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3.Tendency to frequent catarrhal diseases.
4. Lowering of general immunity at time of convalescence and rehabilitation after diseases.
The most effective use of the specialized oscillator “Mode #8” is at EHF puncture.
For designing points French nomenclature as the most convenient is used, and the location
of points is easy to determine by the given figures (recommended points are marked by
red).
Recommended diagram
It is reasonable to have one session of EHF-puncture per day.
During each session the action is aimed at two points in the order of their enumeration in
the diagram. Action on every point takes 10 min. The total time of EHF action for the
session is 20 min.
Course is of 8 days. This course can be repeated 2 or 3 times per year.
1-st day: Rp4 left+V40 right
2-nd day: V40 left+Rp4 right
3-d day: P10 left +VB43 right
4-th day: VB43 left +P10 right
5-th day: VG14 left +Rp6 right
6-th day: Rp6 left+ VG14 right
7-th day: C6 left +F3 right
8-th day: F3 left +C6 right
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Arthrotropic emitter «Healthy joints» (9)

Mode:
№9
Time of work:
12 minutes
Used in complex programs of prevention, treatment and rehabilitation of patients with
diseases of joints and spine.
Direction of impact: cartilaginous tissue (joints and intervertebral disks) and ligaments.

Reference
Joints and the spine are musculoskeletal system of the body, providing support body and
movement of man in space, and also the movement of individual parts of the body.
Distinguish large number of diseases of the musculoskeletal system.
To the main reasons causing the diseases of joints and spine, include infection, genetic
predisposition, autoimmune processes, injury, various metabolic disorders, diseases of the
nervous system, excessive mechanical stress on the joints and spine, stress, age-related
violations sedentary lifestyle, obesity.
In all diseases of joints and spine the first to suffer cartilage and ligaments. Diseases of
joints and the spine are accompanied by excruciating pain, impede the exercise
movements, can lead to complete dematerialization contribute to a deterioration in the work
of internal organs and nervous system.
Connection of diseases of the spine with diseases of internal organs was seen even in
ancient times and was reflected in the statement that came to us from Ancient India: «While
flexible and healthy our spine, healthy body».
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Effects of application


improved exchange substances in the tissues of the joints and spine;



improved blood circulation in the tissues of the joints and spine;



the analgesic effects;



the anti-inflammatory effect;



anti-edematous action;



the acceleration of processes of regeneration and reparation of tissues;



improved the state of the muscular frame.

Usage
In methods represent typical schemes course of EHF-IR-therapy «TRIOMED UNIVERSAL»
emitter «Healthy joints» in various diseases of the musculoskeletal system (Methodical
recommendations «Peculiarities of application of the modulated extremely high frequency
electromagnetic radiation in clinical practice developed by the CHOW VPO «SaintPetersburg medical-social Institute», 2012).
Biologically active zones of the skin, featured for impact, identified in accordance with the
numbering zones " BioTrEM " exposure used in the methodological literature of the
company TRIOMED. Additionally recommended for impact the zone of discomfort or
maximum pain as determined by palpation.
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Antihypoxic emitter «Oxygen» (1K)

Mode:
№11
Time of work:
10 minutes
Wavelength corresponds to the resonance frequencies of the respiratory chain (hemoglobin
of the blood, mitochondrion, ferments), transport and utilization of the oxygen are improved,
ATP synthesis increases. Low-frequency modulation corresponds to the immune system.
Oscillator 1K:


Improves microcirculation of the blood



Has immunomodulatory action



Has anti-inflammatory action compensating thus all elements of the process



Reduces tissue hypoxia, increases tissue saturation by oxygen



Has disaggregating action (removes gluing of erythrocytes and other cells of the blood),
it decreases the viscosity of the blood



Accelerates wound healing



Contributes to the scar dissolving



Has anaesthetizing action



Helps to detoxicate organism



Has spasmolitic action



Improves homopoiesis function, normalizes blood formula



Has rejuvenating action



Structures water

It is recommended to act on areas and zones of large arteries and veins, the biologically
active points.
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It is used for


Accelerating processes of regeneration (at the treatment of poorly healing ulcers;
wounds including post operational ones; burns; fractures)



Normalizing immunity at the acute and chronic diseases



Enhancing endurance and concentration of attention in the conditions of the increased
physical and mental strain



It should be used by persons working at night time



Preventing development of strokes, heart attacks



Complex treatment of consequences of strokes, heart attacks



Normalizing of the blood formula (at rehabilitation after chemotherapy and radiotherapy
in the period of recovery after severe diseases and physical strain)



Improving of the cerebral blood circulation



Improving skin nourishment



Sport medicine in order to increase endurance and performance



Schoolboys and students in teaching



Decreasing the harmful action on the organism of work on computer



Decreasing the adverse effect on the organism of pernicious habits



Improving of the health at long driving



Complex treatment of stresses and chronic fatigue syndrome



Improving of the state of the skin cosmetology



Treating and prophylaxis in veterinary

At direct contact with the skin both local and general improvement in microcirculation is
observed due to an increase in the permeability of the walls of blood capillaries, as well as
improvement in the rheological properties of blood, activation of reological lymph- and blood
flow, activation of peroxide oxidation of lipids (antioxidant protective system), modulation of
immunocompetent cells of the skin and the immune system as a whole.
Recommendations on the application of oscillator 1K:
It is possible to fix oscillator on one place (at the point of the greatest sickliness) or to move
it in recommended area
AREAS OF ACTION:
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1. Areas of projection of large vessels

2. Areas of projection of flat bones (breast bone, crest of iliac bone, area of back of the
head)

zone between

3.
Areas of elbow and popliteal fossae and
external malleolus and Achilles tendon

Oscillator 1K can be used for:
1. occasionally as solution of situation problems - consecutively acting on 2-3 areas
2. courses, acting on each described area alternatively for 2 days:
 Treatment of diseases - as addition to the recommended special procedures


Increasing performance at work and immunity
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3. Massage lines for the cosmetic and therapeutic massage - during 10-20 minutes
along the massage lines.

4. Area of wound, burn, scar – act directly at the center or through the dry bandage - for
10 minutes, and 10 minutes - by circular movements on the periphery.
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Cardiotropic emitter «Healthy heart» (12)

Mode:
№12
Time of work:
12 minutes
Used in complex programs of prevention, treatment and rehabilitation of patients with
diseases of cardiovascular system.
Emitter «Healthy heart» can be used in coronary heart disease (including angina),
постинфарктных States, cardiac rate, arterial hypertension (of any origin), other diseases,
accompanied by the defeat of the heart muscle and endocardium, increased content in the
blood cholesterol of low density and atherosclerotic lesions of vessels.
Direction of impact: the cells of the myocardium, tissue blood vessels of the heart, centers
of vegetative regulation of cardiac activity.

Information
The cardiovascular system is the system of organs that maintains the circulation of blood in
the human body.
Cardiovascular diseases are the most common and occupy the first place in the world
among the causes of death. These diseases are numerous and are at different stages.
Some of them, such as rheumatism or myocarditis, are diseases mainly heart. Other
diseases, such as atherosclerosis or phlebitis, affect, first of all,
the arteries and veins. From another group of diseases affected the cardiovascular system
as a whole - in the first place to such diseases include hypertension. It is often difficult to
draw a clear line between heart disease and vascular diseases. For example,
atherosclerosis is a disease of the arteries, but with the development process in the
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coronary artery atherosclerosis of this type is called coronary artery disease, and even heart
disease.
The main reasons causing the diseases of cardio-vascular system, include a variety of
metabolic disorders, diseases of the nervous system, infection, genetic predisposition,
autoimmune processes, bad habits(Smoking, alcohol, stress, age-related violations,
obesity, poor diet (excessive consumption of food containing animal fats, salt), sedentary
lifestyle.

Effects of application


helps to improve myocardial contractile function;



optimize the functional state of the conduction system of the heart;



which potentiates the increase in the stroke объемасердца;



which potentiates the increase in cardiac output;



contributes to the improvement of trophism infarction;



improves microcirculation;



helps to reduce the spasm of the vessels, including coronary.

Usage
The methods of application represent typical schemes course of EHF-IR-therapy
«TRIOMED UNIVERSAL» emitter «Healthy heart» at various diseases of cardiovascular
system (Methodical recommendations «Peculiarities of application of the modulated
extremely high frequency electromagnetic radiation in clinical practice developed by the
CHOW VPO «Saint-Petersburg medical-social Institute», 2012).
Biologically active zones of the skin, featured for impact, identified in accordance with the
numbering zones " BioTrEM " exposure used in the methodological literature of the
company TRIOMED. Additionally recommended for the impact zone of discomfort or
maximum pain as determined by palpation (palpation).
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Hepatotropic emitter «Healthy liver» (14)

Mode:
№14
Time of work:
12 minutes
Used in complex programs of prevention, treatment and rehabilitation of patients with
diseases of the liver, gall bladder and biliary tract.
Direction of impact: liver cells and tissues of the gallbladder and biliary tract, centers
vegetative regulation of the hepatobiliary system.

Information
The liver is a vital Gypsy an internal organ located in the abdomen on the right under the
diaphragm and executing a large number of various vital functions.
functions liver are:


neutralization of foreign substances (xenobiotics), in particular allergens, poisons and
toxins by transforming them into harmless, less toxic or less removed from the organism
of connection;



neutralization and removal from the body of excess hormones, mediators, vitamins, as
well as toxic intermediate and end products of metabolism, such as ammonia, phenol,
ethanol, acetone and ketone acids;



participation in the processes of digestion, namely: the maintenance of energy needs of
the organism glucose and convert into glucose (the so-called gluconeogenesis) of
various energy sources (free fatty acids, amino acids, glycerin,
lactic acid and other);
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replenishment and storage quickly mobilized energy reserves as a depot of glycogen,
the regulation of carbohydrate metabolism;



replenishment and storage of some vitamins (especially high in liver reserves of fatsoluble vitamins A, D, water soluble vitamin B12), and cations of a number of trace
elements - metals, in particular cations of iron, copper and cobalt.

Liver directly participates in


the metabolism of vitamins A, b, C, D, E, K, PP and folic acid;



process of hematopoiesis in the foetus (in particular in the synthesis of many proteins of
blood plasma albumin, alpha and beta globulins, transport proteins for various hormones
and vitamins, protein coagulation and anticoagulation blood systems);



the synthesis of cholesterol and its esters, lipids and phospholipids, lipoproteins and
regulation of lipid metabolism;



the synthesis of bile acids and bilirubin, production and secretion of bile;



the synthesis of hormones and enzymes, which are actively involved in converting food
into 12 duodenal gut, and other divisions of thin intestines.

The liver serves as a depot for a significant amount of blood.
The main reasons causing the diseases of liver, gallbladder and biliary tract include:
infection, toxins, genetic disorders, autoimmune processes, diseases of the nervous
system, age-related violations poor diet, alcohol abuse, diabetes mellitus, and obesity.
The liver is one of the few bodies able to restore its original size, even maintaining only 25
% of normal tissue. Noted that women more often suffer from diseases of the gallbladder.
Hepatitis affected equally by men and women.

Effects of application


improved metabolic processes in liver cells (hepatocytes);



activation of basic liver functions;



anti-edematous action;



the acceleration of processes of regeneration and reparation of hepatocytes;



antispasmodic;



soft analgesic effect;



the anti-inflammatory effect;



improve blood circulation in the liver;
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improved bile formation and желчевыведения.

Usage
In methods represent typical schemes course of EHF-IR-therapy «TRIOMED UNIVERSAL»
emitter «Healthy liver» in various diseases of liver, gallbladder and biliary tract (Methodical
recommendations «Peculiarities of application of the modulated extremely high frequency
electromagnetic radiation in clinical practice developed by the CHOW VPO «SaintPetersburg medical-social Institute», 2012).
Biologically active zones of the skin, featured for impact, identified in accordance with the
numbering zones " BioTrEM " exposure used in the methodological literature of the
company TRIOMED. Additionally recommended for impact
the zone of discomfort or maximum pain as determined by palpation.
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Nephrotropic emitter «Healthy kidneys» (15)

Mode:
№15
Time of work:
11 minutes
Used in complex programs of prevention, treatment and rehabilitation of patients with
diseases of the kidneys and of the urinary tract.
Emitter «Healthy kidneys can be used for prevention and treatment of acute and chronic
inflammatory diseases of the kidneys, bladder and the urinary tract, of metabolic disorders
(including urolithiasis), systemic autoimmune diseases accompanied by renal disease, and
autoimmune diseases of the kidneys, toxic lesions of the kidneys.
Direction of impact: specialized cells kidney tissues of the urinary tract, vegetative centers
of the regulation.

Information
Kidney paired organ of the urinary system.
Kidney fulfill a number of important functions in the human body (excretory, osmoregulating,
ионорегулирующая, endocrine, metabolic, participation in hematopoiesis and others).
Distinguish large number of diseases of the kidneys and of the urinary tract. The main
reasons causing these diseases include: infection, toxic (including drugs) damage,
autoimmune processes, various metabolic disorders, a genetic predisposition, diseases of
the nervous system and other organs and systems, stress, age defects, poor nutrition,
overweight.
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There are the symptoms for kidney and urinary tract diseases. Patients suffering from
kidney and urinary tract, often complain of pain in the lumbar region, urination disorders, the
presence of impurities in the urine (blood, protein, and other), swelling, headaches,
dizziness.
Patients may have trouble with impaired vision, shortness of breath, heart pain, fever,
nausea, vomiting, lack of appetite. It should be noted that some kidney disease for a long
time can occur without symptoms (pyelonephritis, glomerulonephritis, and urolithiasis).
Among the most common symptoms of kidney diseases involving violation of renal blood
flow, refers arterial hypertension.
Patients with renal hypertension concerned: headache, dizziness, pain in the heart. If
kidney disease is complicated by the development of kidney failure, then the body collects
the products of intensive protein distraction and get a General symptoms: weakness,
reduced efficiency, memory loss, sleep disturbance. Such patients may experience a loss of
appetite, nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, dryness and unpleasant taste in the mouth, bad
breath, blurred vision, skin itch.

Effects of application


improved blood circulation and metabolism in structural and functional units of the kidney
(нефронах) and urinary organs;



the normalization of the main functions of the kidneys (renal, participation in
hematopoiesis, OSMO - and ion - regulating, endocrine, metabolic);



activation of the processes of regeneration and reparation of tissues of the kidney and
urinary tract;



antispasmodic;



the analgesic effects;



the anti-inflammatory effect.

Usage
In methods represent typical schemes course of EHF-IR-therapy «TRIOMED UNIVERSAL»
emitter «Healthy kidneys» at various diseases of the kidneys and urinary tract (Methodical
recommendations «Peculiarities of application of the modulated extremely high frequency
electromagnetic radiation in clinical practice developed by the CHOW VPO «SaintPetersburg medical-social Institute», 2012). Biologically active zones of the skin, featured
for impact, identified in accordance with the numbering zones " BioTrEM " exposure used in
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the methodological literature of the company TRIOMED. In the Appendix on page 42 given
the respective designation according to the international (French) classification.
Additionally recommended for the impact zone of discomfort or maximum pain as
determined by palpation.
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Specialized emitter for men «Trio-man» (23)

Mode:
№23
Time of work:
10 minutes
Used in complex programs of prophylaxis, treatment and rehabilitations at diseases of male
reproductive organs, violations of reproductive and sexual health in men, in violation of
hormonal regulation.
Direction of impact: centers vegetative and neuro-endocrine-immune regulation, the
organs of the endocrine system (according to the specific regulation of the male
reproductive system).

Information
Age-related changes affect the endocrine system, disrupting reproduction, adaptation, and
energy function.
The activity of the reproductive system is directly connected with the age, and the rate of
production of sex hormones largely determines the biological age. Decrease in sperm
motility and their fertility occurs after 30 years. The older men are gradually lost sexual
function. Terms of ageing of an organism are subject to significant individual fluctuations
depending on your lifestyle, diseases, climate change, and other factors.
The male body to regulate the production of sex hormones exists tonic centre
hypothalamus, the sensitivity threshold which is the main male sex hormone - testosterone
increases in life. Therefore, the age of a shift to the ratio of production of male sex
hormones (androgens) and female (estrogens) in favor of the latter, as well as decreasing
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the sensitivity of the receptors of the secretory cells of the testicles to hormones, Central
endocrine organs. All this leads to a permanent reduction in the level of testosterone.
Reducing testosterone leads to the development of asthenic depressive syndrome,
violations of memory, hypochondria, increases the vascular tone, you experience
headaches and dizziness, decreased performance, the fading of sexual function. Also, the
strengthening of the oxidation processes.
Experience certain symptoms of the nervous, endocrine, cardiovascular and other systems
allowed to define the concept of pathological male climax. Age of entry men in menopause
can be different:
early menopause (before 45 years), normal (from 46 to 60 years) and late (after 60 years).
Age of testosterone metabolism in the tissues of the prostate gland and may eventually lead
to the development of adenoma and cancer of the prostate.

Effects of application


increased sensitivity center of regulation of the production of male sex hormones;



increased sensitivity of tissues of the genital organs for hormones Central endocrine
bodies;



activation of antioxidant systems;



vegetal stabilizing effect;



the bracing effect;



improve General immunity.

Usage
In methods presents the scheme of the course of EHF-IR therapy TRIOMED UNIVERSAL»
emitter «Триомен» when violations of hormonal regulation (Methodical recommendations
«Peculiarities of application of the modulated extremely high frequency electromagnetic
radiation in clinical practice developed by the CHOW VPO «Saint-Petersburg
medico-social Institute», 2012).
Biologically active zones of the skin, featured for impact, identified in accordance with the
numbering zones " BioTrEM " exposure used in the methodological literature of the
company TRIOMED. Additionally recommended for impact
the zone of discomfort or maximum pain as determined by palpation (palpation).
Recommended diagram
(course can be repeated 2-3 times a year)
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day 1: zone 4 l + zone 35 right;
day 2: zone 4 right + zone 35 left;
day 3: the area is 40 left + area 74 right;
day 4: the area is 40 right + area 74 left;
day 5: the area 89 + area 34 right;
day 6: zone 89 + area 34 left;
day 7: area 50 left + area 13 right;
day 8: area 50 right + area 13 left.
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Antiphlogistic emitter «Green» (26)

Mode:
№26
Time of work:
13 minutes
It corresponds to the resonance frequencies of lymphatic system and to some structures of
vegetative nervous system (peripheral, segmental, suprasegmental components), has
tropism to the immune system.


Lymph drainage is improved.



Quality of lymphocytes is improved.



Process of removal of intercellular liquid toxins accelerates.



Wound healing accelerates, it contributes to regeneration and reparation of tissues.



It contributes to detoxication of the organism.



It has antiedemic action.



It is of anaesthetic effect.



It has immunomodulating action.



It has antipyretic action.



It contributes to the scar resolution.



It activates bone marrow.



Resistibility of organism increases.

Action on the zones and areas of skin projection of lymphatic ducts, lymph nodes, wound
surfaces, biologically active points is recommended.
It is used


For accelerating regeneration processes at wound treatment, including postoperative,
fractures.
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For normalizing blood formula at rehabilitation after chemo and radiotherapy.



At rehabilitation after severe illnesses and physical strain.



For improving lymph drainage at lymphostasis (edemas) of different genesis, including
inflammatory processes.



In cosmetology for improving drainage function of the skin.



For alleviation of intoxications of any origin (alcohol, drug, food, chemical, severe
illnesses).



At allergic reactions.
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Regulatory emitter «Blue» (51)

Mode:
№51
Time of work:
15 minutes
It corresponds to the resonance frequencies of neuro-endocrine system.


It contributes to the restoration of central, peripheral and vegetative nervous systems.



It contributes to the restoration of functions of hormonal glands.



The conductivity of pulse by the nerve filament improves.



It contributes to the regeneration of nervous system cells.



It has immunomodulating action.



It has rejuvenating action.

It is recommended to act on projection of endocrine glands, projection of large blood
vessels, biologically active points.
It is used in case of:


Vegetative disfunction.



Complex treatment of diseases of endocrine and nervous systems.



Neurology practice.



Allergic diseases.



Complex treatment of varicose disease.



Chronic fatigue syndrome.



Correction of state due to the climacteric syndrome in men and women.



Correction of calcium metabolism, prevention of osteoporosis.



Immunocorrection programs.
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